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STRANGE-PARTICLE PRODUCTION IN 1T+d INTERACTIONS FROM 
1.1 TO 2.4 GeV/c*t 

Donald W. Davies, t Maris A. Abolins, ** Orin 1. Dahl, 
JerorneS. Danburg, tt Paul L. Hoch, Janos Kirz, tt 

Donald H. Miller, and Robert K. Rader 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

We have studied properties of strange-particle final states arising 

from reactions of l.l-lto 2.4-GeV/c Tf+ mesons on deuterium. Total 

cross sections on deuterium are presented and three reactions are 

* 

'. 
" 

analyzed in terms of the impulse model. Y (1385) production dominates .~ 

the nAK+Tf~final state, and the reaction is described adequately near 

* + 0 + threshold by a magnetic dipole K exchange model .. The nE K Tf final 

+ *+ 
state is found to be primarily nE K . Highly aligned fs are produced 

in the reaction Tf + d -+ ppK+K- ,'along wi th A' (1520) . 

(\ )' 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this p?per we present results of an investigation 

of s~range-p~rticle production in n~ interactions between 

1.1 and 2.4 GeV/c. The experimental data come from an 

exposure of 250 000 pictures in the Lawrence Radia t io n 

Laboratory 72-i ... ,deuterium-filled bubble chamber; the ex-
". . , 

posure was obtained primari ly to study w, nand n't'production. - - -
The ana lysi s of LV and "1.. product ion is reported else-

1 
where. 

We first present the procedures for analyzing .the 

data, then the cross sectioris for the reactions on a deuter-

on, comparing these to the corresponding reactions on a 

free nucleon. This is followed by an analysis of three 

final states in terms of reactions with one of the in-

dividual nucleons. 

Most of the strange-particle states arising from the 

react ion of a positive pion with a neutron in the deuteron have 

been analyzed in the charqe-symmetric ~-p reaction with 

better statistics. (See Refs. 2 and 3 and papers quoted 

the re In.) . • + -
An except ion i s ~ n ~pK K ; this -is one of the 

reactions considered in this report. Since the reactions 

on a proton have not been studied with statistics compar

able to ours, we also present data on ni-p~K·TT"'and 

rT+-p ->~ ... KOn-t. 

1 
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II. EXP;:::QIMENTI\L PROCEDURSS 

A. Exposure ~ize 

pictures were taken at eight dif~'ere!1t beam momenta, 

spaced fairly uniformly between 1.1 ann 2.4 GeV/c. 

To determine the exposure size at each different beam 

momentum a snecialscan was made tb deter'mine the 

total length of beam track and the totalriumber of in-

teractions. The track-length determination directly gives 
b 

the exposure size in events/microbarn (26.3 x 10 cm of 
.., . 

track qives 1 event/microbarn), ~nd by comparing the 

total number of interactions with the known n+d cross 
·4. 

section, we get another determination of the events/ 

microbarn e The two methods gave consistent results and 

the average was used as the exposure size (Table I). 

Be ~canninq and weasurinq ~rocedure -. -
Tlm entire exposure was scanned twice for events wH.h 

a visible neutral decay (vee). A list was made of all 

events on which the two scans disagreed as to the ex-

istenceof an event or its event-type; .these events were 

looked at again to resolve the conflict. 

Assuming independent probabilities for the two SCans, 

we find that the combined scanning efficiency on events 

which pass our fiducial volume cuts is 99~ or greater. 

The assumption of indep(::ndent probabilities for the two 

scans is not neccessarily correct; some events might be 

inherently less visible than others, e.g., vees with the 

decay plane ata small angle to the camera axis. Losses 
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due to these effects were investigated and found to be 

negligible in all but the two cases discussed in the 

followin<J section-short tracJ.(s on vees and 2:~ decays-anq 

for thc.se two' cases the remaining events wcre weighted to 

. account for the loss. 

The events were measured and fed into the standard 

Lawrence Radiation 1i.aboratory Group A three"'"dimensiona1 

reconstruction and kinematic fitting program SIOT!X. 

Events. which fai led to pet an acceptable fit on the first 

measurement were remeasured once (and twice if necessary). 

L··· After the ev~nt had failed three 

times it wa s looked at carefu 11 y on the sc:; n tab Ie 3,"lCi the 

reason for failure ascertained. 

.. . 

• 
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c. Detection ~orrections 

If a KO or a A is produced near the bubble chamber walls there is a 

chance it will decay outside the visible region and be lost. FurtheI!more .!i-£:Ji1:i de'cays too 

close to the production vertex it will appear to be a non-vee event and also be 

lost. In order to account for losses due to these effects, fiducial volume r~s':. 

trictions were imposed on the events. Events which had a vee near one of the walls 

were flagged and treated as if they had never been found. It was determined that 

events with decay vertices closer than 6 mm to the production vertex also were 
. . 

missed~· Therefore all events with neutral decay lengths less than 6 mm were also 

flagged and treated as if never found. 

When a ! of laboratory momentum 120 MeV/c decays with the proton going 
t("o..~e • 

backward in the A rest frame, the proton is at rest in the laboratory~ Also if 
.~<G.Ti\1I. 

the Ahas'verylowrnomel'\itltun in the ,1 atmra.mYnY. J-.,the· vee wi 11 have a ;very. ,JHiTcgeopen-
- . A· 

ing angle and will be mistaken for a stray track. We therefore have a loss of 

low-momentum A's. If the A has 800 MeV/c momentum and the 'If goes backward a 

similar situation occurs--the 'If- has very low momentum and interacts or decays 

before going very far. 
(f. 

Fig~ lea) shows this effect. The loss of events was para~ 

~terized by the function shown in Fig. l(b). 

The r+'s produced in this experiment typically have over 1 GeV/c labora---
tory momentum. If the r+ decays into P'lf° the proton makes a small angle with 

. respect to the r+ line of flight «ISO) and p!daduC~5.: lit~tle change in, ioni:z:ati.on 

density. Under these circumstances the scanners have difficulty identifying the 

event as a charged decay rather than a proton scattei~g.ThereforeJ for purposes of 

cross-section calculation, we have used only the n!+ decay mode of the r+ and 

corr~cted the number of events to account for the P'll'° mode. The n'lf+ events were 
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also weighted to try to account for low-momentum w+,s (as in A decay) and scan-
t 

ning losses for high-momentum colinear decays. The correction for these latter 
, ~ 

systematic errors of the order of 20 % in the cross sections for final states 

+ containing E IS. 

The events which passed .the fiducial volume tests were weighted to 

account for these. losses. 

D •. Separation of lrP0theses 

.; 
For each hypothes IS that had an acceptable fit, an empirical "badness" " -

quanti ty was calculated, "c ..... 
B = !\ - 5 Nk + 1/2 ex 2 I - NI ) - FkL , 

.... ' C..f 

where ~2k is the kinematic chisquared, Nk is the number of kinematic constraints, 

.2' 2 I and NI are the same for the track ionization density, and FkL = 0 for a !, or 

FkL = 10 for a KS' Approximately one-third of the events had passing measurements 

on the Spiral Reader measuring machine, and therefore had ionization information. 

[See Ref. (5) for a description of the ionization.rout;i~.J 

Because of the decay kinematics it is possible for most ~'s to pass 

as KS's, but very few KS decays can fake a A. (Because of the higher Q-value for 
fro.m~ 

KS decay, the KS 4!1Sualltyt·tmsre a much larger opening angle in the laboratorYI\ than 

a A). Therefore we chose to bias against the KS fits; a factor of 10 added to the 

"badness" of the KS fit was found to produce essentially perfect ~-KS separation • 

. The hypothesis with the lowest badness was tentatively accepted as 

the "best" fit. If there was any other hypothesis which had a badness within 10 

of the best fit, and if it was possible to distinguish between the two hypotheses 

on the basis of track ionization, the event was looked at on the scan table. Any 

hypotheses which were inconsistent with the observed ionization were deleted. 

.. 
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III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

A. Cross ~ections 

It is not necessary (or even possible in some cases) to do a separa-

tion on an event-by-event basis to get the cross section; all that is required is 

the number of events that should be assigned to each hypothesis. The cross_sec-

tions were determined in the following way: Final states with the same visible 

. 1 d ' 'h ( [ A + + and n~oK+1I'+] [AK+ °K+ II.K+ 0 d part~c es were lumpe toget er e.g., n K n ~ or p_ ,p~ ,p ~_, an - -
P~OK+.O]. etc.). M dld""b" f h th ~ " • ass an angu ar lstrl utlons or t ese events were en ex-

amined to determine how many ambiguous events to assign to each final state. Two 
. 

examples will serve as illustrations: 

(i) Many of the final states in this experiment are one-constraint fits (one 

missing noXC:decaying neutral) with a decaying 11.. The corresponding 

missing-mass (zero-constraint:,) hypothesis is the same final state 

with the A replaced by a-1:.°, ~hich means that we are now missing the 

Mol.! e-,j?, I il"fj eU(,I\~;i:~l:a./"~~~;;~}l~) ~;:\~ 'r ra~will have a perfectly acceptable one-
_ '_ , A ' 

constraint fit, making it impossible to tell the two hypotheses apart. 

Therefore to get the cowrec~umber of one-and zero-constraint events, 

the missing-mass distributions for events with a best fit to either 

the one-constraint or the zero-constraint hypothesis were plotted 

together and the number of one-constraint events estimated. See 

fig. 2 for an example of this procedure. 

(ii) The states p~K+ (four-constraint) and pEoK+ (two-constraint) were 

also impossible to distinguish on an event-by-event basis. When the 
o .. --te.tc\'~s, ..:sc_'lhg..t .s 

E d. ; !ttl the y ·ray go~ backwards along the line pf flight of 

the EO, the ~ ray has very little laboratory momentum and energ~and 

it becomes difficult (because of the measurement errors) to distinguish it 

from no particle at al1-i.e., a P~K+ event. When the proton has a 

laboratory momentum less than about 80 MeYlc it does not go far enough 
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(~2 mm ) to leave a visible tracK, and this in effect adds on another 

SO MeV/e or so in a random direction to the measurement error. Under 

these circumstances it is impossible to tell a EO with a backward-

going y ray from a 1\ event. The "badness" function biases rather -
strongly in favor of the four-constraint fit, and therefore events with 

" a soft yray will preferentially be called 1\ events. Fig~(3 shows the 

t decay distributions for events with a "best" fit to a EO hypothesis; 

in the odd-prongs (events with an invisible proton), the loss of 

events with backward-going y rays is especially conspicuous. This 

distribution was plotted for each beam momentum and used to determine 

b how many L events had been called I\'s. 

The cross sections determined in this way are given in Table II and 

Figs. 4-8. Errors quoted take into account uncertainties in separating different 

final states; the cross sections quoted for final states containing a E+ could have 

an additional 20% systematic error. (See Section II C.) 

If we assume that the reactions we observe can be explained in terms of 

the ~ interacting with one of the nucleons, we can compare the deuterium cross 

section with the corresponding ~N cross section. 2,3,6,7 Tnese 'ITN:.cross sections -
have been plotted with the ~d cross sections in Figs. 4-6 and Fig. 8. No correction 

has been made to either cross section to account for the small (~ 3%) difference 

expected due to the screening of one nucleon by the other (s ee Ref. 8). 
+ For ~ n 

reactions (final state with a spectator proton) we have plotted the charge-symmetric ,. 

+ 
~ p cross section; for ~p reactions (final states with a spectator neutron} we 

have plotted the~+p cross sections. The ~Nd-.:c"sssaettmoBs at a particular , 

momentum should be an average of the 'ITN cross section over~0.2 GeV/c centered 

at the same momentum. In general the ~d and 

~N cross sections compare well. 

B. ~+p -+ I\K+~+ 
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We can use the nAK+""+ final state to get information on the reaction .- -
+ + + ""p -+ AK .,.. . ., 

. + + + Assuming the impulse model, the reaction.,.. d -+ nAK.,.. can be thought of 

as 
+ + + 

""p -+ AK .,.. • - -' - . 
(n) -+ (n) 

where the neutron is a spectator. As a check on the assumptions of the spectator 

model we can compare the neutron laboratory momentum distribution to the prediction 

of one of the de~teron wave functions;'S this is shown in Fig. 9 for events with a 
. . • + 

best fit to nAK '11'. In the rest of this analysis we have thrown out events with 

neutron momentum above 300 MeV/c and assumed that the impulse model is. valid for 
others 

the (85 % of the total with best fits to this state). In order to reduce 

contamination from the (ny) ~K+""+ final state the missing mass was required to satisfy 

0.82 (Gev/c2)2<mm2~0.98 (GeV/c2)2. Dividing the remaining data into four c.m. 

. ++ 
energy intervals, we get the AK 11' Dalitz plots and mass projections shown in - -
Figs. 10 and 11. A maximum-likelihood fit was made to the amount, mass, and width 

of the y* (1385), assuming a p-wave Breit-Wigner. form·(;.f<Dr~til1l.e$reiengD.ee!;l iiheatJhulU .. are 

given irt:rntb<l~O,n ." vMfJnU~tlJutode.~nt9(W~';eligeReraeBdr§' toe meah c ~·m·~ l'energ)tdfor each 

intervaiil1Iifid:;the.resui"tS p30t1f!&d$ovettJ.cheinms51pr6j~eti0fts;iiid figs. 10 and 11. 

The production angular distributions for events with 1.BO (GeV/c2
)2 

222 <MA.,.. <2.02 (GeV/c) are given in fig. 12 after subtracting the appropriate amount 

of isotropic background. The production angle is defined· as 
." 1\ 

cos (e) = Py.,,· PT 

in the c.m. of the Y*K system; RT is the momentum vector of the target nucleon, 

defined as 

p = p - P .,... T ..... deuteron ..... neutron. 

If we look for an explanation of the production distribution in terms 

9 of an s-channel description, we find that although there are many reported· 
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* 2 T = 3/2 N resonances in this mass region (2.0 GeY/c ), none of them alone 

correctly reproduces the behaviour of the production distribution. 

The lowest-mass particle with the correct quantum numbers for exchange 

in the t channel is the K*(890). In general the amplitude for this process is 

made up of three independent parts (corresponding to the three ways of coupling 

the 1/2+ 1 h I K* d l' b" I I k nuc eon, t e . ,an some re at1ve or 1ta angu ar momentum to rna e 

the 3/2+ Y*). However, there is a model that makes a specific prediction, the 
. . . '. .'. .' "10 11 

so-called p-photon analogy of Stodolskj and Sakuru. ' 

The p-photon analogy prediction for the differential cross section is 

do 0::. sin
2! 

do (t _ 2) 2 , 
- ml(* . 

C7 OlW~ . 

rfOr,or/-,(ft'(, /'tl 5~,.. ''>01 

2 where t is the square of the four-momentum transfer, t = (pw - PK) • This is 

the function plotted over the production distributions in l1g. 12 (a-d). The 

fit is good at the lower two energies, poor at the higher ones. The failure of 

the model at higher energies is not unexpected, however---simple exchange models 

without absorption have always failed to give the correct amount of forward 

peaking in production distributions at higher energies. There is also the 

possibility of baryon exchange (~or EO for example) playing a small role and 

giving a backward peak to the production distribution, as indeed appears to be 

the case at slightly higher momentum. 12 

The model also makes predictions about the decay distribution of the Y*; 

these are most conveniently expressed in terms of the't* spin density matrix ele-

ments. In the rest frame of the y* we take the z axis parallel to the incoming 

target proton and the y ·axis normal to the production plane. In terms of Yig. 13, 

~. 
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With this choice of coordinate system, the uensity matrix elements for the y* 

are given in table IV and fig. 14 for the four c.m. energy intervals. The 

p-photon analogy predictions are P33 = 3/8, Re(P3l) = 0, Re(P3_l) = [3/8; 

these are the straight lines plotted on fig. 14. 
u ~~~ 

Near threshold the Stodolsky.-Sakurai p-photon analogy fits our data 

very well; this is similar to what is seen in the reaction K+p +6++Ko near -
threshold 13 d h 

" +. .+ 0 d ,14 
an t e reactIon .w p + 6 ~ at mQ erate energIes, reactions 

to which the model is also app,licab1e. Above 2.06 GeV this model fails to 

explain our data. 

C. 

The nr+I(°1T+ final state allows us to analyze the reaction 

, e . 
Fig~(15 shows the 

'h b f' +Ko + WIt a est It to nr 1T. 

+ + 0 + 1Tp+E,K1T , 

rK'IT Dalitz plot and mass projections for all events 
t,.. 

Note the very conspicuous K*(890). Figll}-(16 shows 

the rl('IT center-of-mass energy. Although the threshold energy for rl(~ is 1.82 GeV 

there are no events until the energy is sufficient to make a K* (around 2.05 

GeV). Table V gives the amount, mass, and width of the K* in this final state. 

The curves plotted over the mass projections in fig. 15 were obtained from Monte 
;p 

Carlo events generated with the K* parameters given in table V and the center-of

mass energy distribution shown in fig. 16. 
11 

2 2 The center·-of-mass production distribution for K* events (p.72 (GeV/c ) 

<m~1T <0.86 (GeV/c2
)2] is given in Pg. 17:~(a). All the angular distributions have 

been corrected for the small amount of background present in this K'IT mass inter-
" 

val. Within the limited statistics of the data the production distribution is 

consistent with isotropy. 

The K* decay distributions are shown in fig. l1:~(b ,c) and the density 

matrix elements given in table VI. The curves plotted over the data in ~ig. l1~: 

(b; c) correspond to the density matrix elements of table VI. 
:; 
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D. + + -
1t' n-pK K 

As well as the obvious strange~Jlarticle events ..... 'ith vees .... e were 

also able to obtain the PPK+K- final state. As another part of the 

experiment, all of the,,4''-prong events have been measured and processed; 

besides the non-strange-particle final states possible for this 

", +-' 
topology we also attempted to fit ppKK. Although the expected 

number of these events was only a very small fraction of the total 

of that topology ( -;:;0.1 "7 ), if both protons have enough momentum 
, ,0 

to be visible the ppK+K- final state is a~-co'nstraint fit and very 

hard for other final states to fake. FUrthermore the measuring of, 

all these events was done on the $Piral Reade~ which provides 

track ionization infonnation. Requiting the event to have a good 

kinematic fit to PPK+K- and also to have'a low ionization X
2 

to this 

hypothesis resulted in approximately 250 ppK+K- candidates. These 

events were' all looked at on thescanning'tableand events which 

were not PPK+K- were deleted. The end result was i50 4:"constraint 

events with negligible contamination. 

Defining the spectator nu(:leon as the proton with the lower 

laboratory momer..tu.."Tl and ma :'i:ir.~ a cut on spectator mo~entu..":l at 300 

MeV/c results ir. the c.m. ener€y distribution shown in fig. ,18. Here 

+ -the c.m. energy is defi:1ed as <;he er.erg:," in the pK K syste.":l,Ttlhere 

P is the non spectator proton. 

By comparing this c.m. energy distribution to a reaction with a 

known cross section, the rr+n ~PK+K- cross section can be determined, -
In this case the reactions that were used 

! 
I 

! 
I 
f· 

," , 



were 

-/3 -

+ + -
1T n -+ p1T 1T 

+ -
p'IT 'IT Y 
A ~ - ,.. 

+ - 0 p'IT 'IT 'IT 
- - -
+ - ' 

p~ ~ (missing mass). 

Th,e sum of these four reactions should, by charge symmetry, have the 

same cross section as 

+ -' 'IT P -+ n'IT 'IT 

+ -'IT 'IT (missing mass). 
- " 

The cross section for the sum of these two reactions is known 
, . ' 15 

from other experIments. Making the same cuts in spectator momentum 

in the pK+K- final state and the four comparison states to eliminate high-

momentum spectators, and dividing the c.m. energy distributions into 

three intervals, we get the citioss sections given in, ~able VII and fig. 19. 

+ - these three The pK K Dalitz plots and mass-squared projections for 
~ ep.n.; 

c.m. energy intervals are given in fig. 20. The cjJ (1020) is evident -+:.-
in the K K mass spectrum in intervals 1 and 3; there is also indication 

of A (1520) production in the pK mass spectrum of interval 2. Due to -
the small number of events it was impossible to do a fit to the fraction 

of cjJ and A_ (1520) in each interval; instead the number of events above 

background was estimated. Monte Carlo events were generated with this 

estimate of the fraction of resonance and plotted as the curve over the 

data in iig. 20. The estimated fractions are given in }able VIII. 

Table IX gives the cross section for production of cjJ and A (1520) 
, ,(t. 

(:see also Ref. 2). Fig'!" 2l(a) shows the production distribution of cjJ 

2 2 2 '2 C. events 0..02 (GeV/c) < mK+K- < 1.06 (GeV/c ) J and ~ig. 2l(b,c) shows 

the decay distributions. 

"p4~ 
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Table X contains the, density matrix elements. The production is consistent -
with an isotropic distribution; even with the limited numbers of events avail-

able, however,it is clear from the decay distributions tha~ the ~ is produced 

highly aligned .. The curves plotted over fig. 2C(b,c) correspond to the density .... 

matrix elements of table X. If the, were produced bypexchange it would be - -
highly aligned; however, simple p exchange without; absorption predicts a decay 

distribution of the form sin2e, completely different from the observed distribution. 

This failure of a simple p-exchange model is very similar to the situation seen 

in production of the w meson (which has the same quantum numbers as the ,~ where 

the density matrix elements are similar to those of table X. 1 ., 
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}I':l.gure Captions 

Fie. 1. (a) Scatter plot of the decay cosine of the A ~~th re--spect to its . line of flight versus the A laboratory 

momentum. 

\b) Loss of events as b. function of A laboratory momen---tum. 

Fig. 2. Missing ~ass squared for events with a best fit to 
+ + () + + , d d' 'b' nAK rc or n)' AK n. The misslng-maS!5-square lstrl.utlon 

- - + + -- -,-
for (n)')AK TC was assumed to be of the shape given 

by the curve. 

Fig. 3. Distribution of the)' ray in the ~O rest frame with 
o -

respect to the ~ line of flight: (a) odd-prong eVents 

(events 1Jith an invisible proton), (b) even-prong events 

(events with a visible proton). 
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Fig. 4.Total cross section as a function of incident 
. '. - +' .'0 + "5' +Ko 

momentum forta) pAK ,(b) p?- K, ;:cnd(c)?,:: ' 
'. - . 

f r () m t his e x !:l c rime n t (a 1 b sed poi n t s ) • c: pen 

from Refs. ~ and 3 and oapers quoted therein. 

Fig. 5.Total cross section as a function of incident 
. <; 0 t/ IlTi+ 

momm tum for(a)p~l<-I~O,(b)p~\(°r:.+, and(c)r~_ f'. ~ 

final states from this experiment (closed points). 

Open paints are the corresoonding oc~s~ .sections 

from Refs. Z and 3 and papers quoted therein. 

Fig. 6. Total cross section as a function of incident 

momentum for(a) (\ A K/rr/ and(b) Y', 2+Ko~+ -. 
final states from this experiment (closed points). 

Open points are from Refs. 6 and 7.· 

Fig. 7~Total cross section as.a function of incident 

rna me n tum for ( a ) P f /('i' K 1-, ( b ) P r /G" k'~, an d (c) P y\ \( +. fo 

f ina I s ta te s e 

Fig. 8. Total cross section as a function of incident 

momentum for(a) ptl<1'nt~- and(b) f!,Koli~r~C>final 

states from this experiment (closed points). 

Open noints,are the corresponding cross sections 

from Refs& 2 and J and papers quoted therein. 
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Fig. 9. Laborntory mOn1entLUn dj_strtbution of neutro~s from 

nAK+": + final state. The curve is the prediction of 

the Hulth~n wave function. 

Fig. 10. Dalitz plots and effective-mass-squared projections 

.. + + + + 
for N( 1C from nAK 1C final state. Center-of-mass 

- -
energy less than 1.98'GeV and 1.98 GeV - 2.06 GeV. 

Fig. 11. Dalitz plots and effectj.'.re-mas~-sque.red projections 

+ + + + 
for AK 1C from nAK 1C final state. Center-of··U'.ass '- .......... -
energy 2.06 GeV - 2.16 GeV and 2.16 GeV - 2.36 GeV. 

* Fig. 12. Production angular distribution for Y (1385) in the reaction 

+ ~+ ~ 
1C p:"-' Y K. Angle plotted is between the Y and the target 

p~oton in the Y*K center of mass.( a) E < L 98 ,(b) 1. 98< 
cm 

E <2.06,(c) 2.06 < E < 2.16,(d) 2.16 < E < 2.36.GeV. 
cm cm cm· 

Curves are predictions of p-photon.analogy of Stodolsky -
and Sakurai. 

* Fig. 13. Coordinate system used for Y decay distributions. 

z:incoming nucleon direction; y:norrnal to production 

1 '" A " P anej X:Y;<z 

* Fig. 14. Y density matrix eleme~ts. Straight lines are pre-

dictions of p-photon analogy. 

• 

L 
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, ) 

D 1 · t 1 t d ff t . d 1~ ",,+,/0 + Fig. 15. a 1. Z P 0 an e ec 1.ve mass square or "-' I\. 1L 

+'0 + 
.from n~ K 1L final state. - --

state. 

Fig. 17. K*{896) produc"tion and decay distributions. (a) pro

duction cosine. (b) decay, cosine. ( c) TreiJman-Yang 

angle. The curves correspond to the density matrix 

elements of ~able VI. 

Fig. 18. Center:-of-mass energy for pK+K- from ppK+K- final 

state .. 

Fig. 19~ Total cross section for PK+k- asa function of center-

of"mass energy. 

Fig. 2~ Dalitz plots and effective-mass-~quared projections 

+ - + -for pK K from ppK K final state. Center-of-mass 

energy intervals 1.95 GeV - 2.10 GeV, 2.10 GeV- 2.25 . 
GeV, and 2.25 GeV - 2.40 GeV. 

Fig. 21 . 
~ I __ .~ ~ 

V?'~ 
Production and decay distributions for ~(1020). (a) -
production cosine. (b) decay cosine. (c) Trei. man-Yang 

angle. The curves plotted over(b) and(c) correspond 

to the density matrix elements of table X. 



Tabler. Exposure size. 
_.- --'-'---'--"-----'- - --.-

Beam momentum 1.12 1.30 1. 53 1. 58 1.70 1.86 2.15 2.37 
(GeV/c) 

Events/ 0.43 0.43 2·53 0.46 2·91 2·90 2·93 0·93 
microbarn 

--"---.:::::.::-===.::::::::=.:::::.:.::::::::::.:.===.::-:-::::.::.:::::-::==:::::::=:::====.::====== 

.. fl 

"-' 
!-l 
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Table II.· Total crOS9 sections (~b). 

Beam E~~ent~'(GeV/c) 
'4 

Final 

state 1.12 1.,0 1·5.5 1.58 1.10 1.86 2.15 2 • .57 --- ---
p~+ 368 t 55 ~15 ~ 55 292 t 20 248 t 50 246 t 20 161 t 25 121 ': 25 101 t 30 

~/C+ 1119! 45 118 t 45 1.52 t 18 1.55t 110 106 t 15 152 t 27 1111 t 25 11 t 25 

pr.+Y;!> 39 t '9 254 t 90 23" t 45 270 t 90 188t'9 114t" 142 '! " 52 t" 
pAK+.o 79 t 10 89 t 22 114 t 9 1'1 t 9 151 t 12 150 '! 22 

PA.ri!'? 9 t 7 69t 7 73 t 18 84 t 1 104 t 8 160.t 10 126 t11 

p1!'i'. + 21 t 11 o t 18 19 t 9 34 t 10 55 t 15 14 t 29 

+ +' 
aIJC • 11t 7 72t12 65 t 22 loB t 12 1,4 t14 118 ': 12 67 t 16 
at+/Co,,+ 7 t 15 62· t 21 110 ': 26 160 t 60 

PP"s-~ 1.9.0: 1.2 O.Ot 4.0 17.5': '.5 18,6t '.5 28.6t ".5 18.H 7.5 

PP~ICS 6.2t '.1 8.4t '.5 l'.2t 5.1 5.2t 5.2 

pnK+? '.Ot 2.8 UtU 20 t 6 25 t 6 48t 9 67 t 18 

pIJC+. +.- lOt , - ~ - 18 t - -7 t 7 58 t 15 

pAl'fIf+"O '.'t ,.' 9.1t 5.5 28 '! 10 6, t 21< 
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* Table III. Y (1385) amount, mass, and 'Width. 

" 

Center of mass Fraction Mass Width 
.. 

energy (GeV) (Gev/c
2) (aev/ c2

) 

, (a) 
threshold - 1.98 0.92±.08 1.3866±.oo44 0.049 ±.on 

1.98 - 2.06 0.80±.09 1.3850±.oo31 0.045 ±.010 

2.06 - 2.16 0.69±·07 1.3828±.OO20 0.0255 ±.0046 

2.16 - 2.36 0.39±·o6 1.3868±.0020 0.O217±.0062 

) , + + + + (a We found no nAK 1( events wi thJ\.K 1( center:" of-mass energy below -* threshold for Y K production. 

'~ 

I , 
I 
I 
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* Table IV. Y density matrix elements in 
.. +*+ + 

1C p-Y K. 

Center-or-mass 

energy (GeV) P3,3 Re(P31) P3- 1 

threshold - 1.98 0.39±.05 0.07±.05 0.17±.07 

1.98 - 2.06 0.42±.05 O.02±.o6 0.27±.06 

2.06 2.16 0.12±.o6 0.07±.o6 O.24±.o6 

2.16 2.36 0.21±.06 . eO.05±.07 0.18±.07 1---



.".", ., 

,Fraction 

0·75±.10 

p _0,0 

O.124t.Oe2 

·_- .. _---

* + + *+ Table V. K (890) parameters in 1t p-E K • 

.. 2 
Mass (GeV Ie ). 
0.895±.oo6 

-
Width (GeV /c

2
) 

O.05li:.017 

Table VI. K*(890) density matrix elements in 

P _1,1 

0.438t.041 

+ + *+ 
lfp-EK. 

P _1,-1 

0.063±.074 o .097±.050 

; 

( 
l 

.i 



Table VII. f + .... +K-Cross section or;( n-p.r. . 

,," 

Center··of-mass energy 

'. (Cev) Cross section (~b ) 

1.95 - 2.10 38±7 

2.10 - 2·25 67±10 

2.25 -2.40 102±19 

Table VIII. Fraction of >i(1020) and A(1520) 

= 

Center.of-mass energy Estimated fraction 

(GeV) ¢(/<.l.lo) ~(ISlO) -
1.95 - 2.10 0·5 0.0 

2.10 - 2.25 0.1 0.3 

2.25 - 2.40 0.2 0.1 
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+ Table IX. Cross sections for Jt n-pt '.;" 

Center-of-mass 

energy (GeV) 

1.95- 2.10 

2.10- 2.25 

2.25 - 2.40 

+ +. 
and Jt n -A(1520)K. -

Cross section (J.Lb~ 

38 ± 11 

14 + 21 
- 6 

42 ± 17· 

o ± 13' 

94 ± 36 . 

45 + 45 
- 31 

Table X. Density ca.trix ele:::.ents for H1020). ' 

p 
_0,,0 

0.64±.14 0.18±.07 

p _1, ... 1 

-0.24±.09 

Re~l"O) 

-0.25±.08 

'~. 

I· 

\ 
I 
I 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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